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Future 19: Interdisciplinary Studies in the Long Nineteenth Century, 7 (2008) www. 19 .bbk.ac.uk 3 ‗outrageous caricatures' of humanity that ‗deserve to be exhibited in the most hideous of wax museums' (TE 61). In comparison, Hadaly, as ‗Android' is more than ‗An Imitation Human Being', she is, as Edison tells Ewald, ‗an Apparition whose HUMAN likeness and charm will surpass your wildest hopes, your most intimate dreams!' (TE 63).
In the twentieth century, Hadaly's most notorious counterpart is arguably Oskar Kokoschka's doll, based on his ex-lover Alma Mahler. In 1918, following the end of their troubled three-year relationship, the artist and writer ‗then resident in Dresden […] commissioned a Stuttgart toy manufacturer, Hermione Moos, to make him a lifesize doll' (see fig. 1 ). 7 Although the replica was to be based on his own paintings and sketches, the doll, as Francette Pacteau observes, nevertheless becomes, under his instruction, ‗a composite of different feminine types'. 8 In a letter to Moos, Kokoschka writes:
The hands and feet must be well articulated. Take, for example, your own hand as a model. Or think of the hand of a well-groomed Russian 
Future 19: Interdisciplinary Studies in the Long Nineteenth Century, 7 (2008) www. 19 .bbk.ac.uk 4 woman who, furthermore, rides a horse. And the foot, for instance, could be like that of a dancer: Karsavina for example. 9 The doll was clearly intended to have a ‗sexual' function: the breasts and buttocks were to be ‗squeezable'; 10 the skin was to feel ‗like a peach' and Kokoschka enquired of Moos, ‗Will the mouth open? And are there teeth and tongue inside?' 11 When the doll arrived, Kokoschka's disappointment was enormous; the reality could not live up to the creature of his imagination. As if attempting to exorcise the horror, Kokoschka featured the doll in a number of his paintings and sketches (see fig. 2 ).
It became known as ‗The Silent Woman' and, for the duration of its existence, was dressed in fine clothes and lingerie. It ended its days at a lavish farewell party, decapitated, and drenched in red wine by her unhappy owner. 12 The doll featured in Tommaso Landolfi's story ‗Gogol's Wife', Caracas, is a strange cross between Kokoschka's ‗fetish' and the more common blow-up doll.
Landolfi's tale is narrated by Foma Paskalovitch, the biographer of the ‗genius' Nikolai Vassilevitch Gogol, and tells the story of his ‗wife', Caracas, who is ‗not a woman. Nor […] any sort of human being, nor any sort of living creature at all, whether animal or vegetable […] . She [is] quite simply a balloon'. 13 Her unusual construction seemingly allows her to change her appearance at will: She could sometimes appear to be thin … and at other times to be excessively well-endowed … And she often changed the color of her hair, both on her head and elsewhere on her body, though not necessarily at the same time […] She could even to a certain extent change the very color of her skin (GW 3).
This enviable control over her appearance, however, stems from ‗nothing else but the will of Nikolai Vasselivitch himself'; he would inflate her to a greater or lesser degree, would change her wig and her other tufts of hair, and would grease her with ointments and touch her up in various ways so as to obtain more or less the type of woman which suited him at that moment (GW 3-4).
According to the narrator, Caracas is anatomically correct in every detail, constructed around a rudimentary skeleton with ‗every smallest attribute of her sex properly disposed in the proper location' and we are told that [p]articularly worthy of attention were her genital organs […] [which] were formed by means of ingenious folds in the rubber. Nothing was forgotten, and their operation was rendered easy by various devices, as well as by the internal pressure of the air (GW 5).
In addition, Caracas's mouth is adorned with ‗splendid rows of white teeth' and her dark eyes ‗in spite of their immobility, perfectly simulated life' (GW 6).
The narrator traces the trajectory of Gogol's relationship with his ‗wife'. We learn that in the early years, she and Gogol had been happy but that the relationship faltered as Caracas ‗began to show signs of independence' and autonomy (GW 8).
Disturbingly, Gogol begins to believe that she has acquired ‗a personality of her own', a personality which remains intact despite her physical changeshe notes that ‗between all those brunettes, those blondes, those redheads … those plump, those slim, those dusky or snowy or golden beauties, there was a certain something in
Future 19: Interdisciplinary Studies in the Long Nineteenth Century, 7 (2008) www. 19 .bbk.ac.uk 6 common'a personality that Gogol perceives as increasingly hostile (GW 8-9). This gradual development into an organic being brings its own problems: Caracas falls ill with syphilis, or rather Gogol does, ‗though he was not then having, nor had he ever had, any contact with other women', from which Gogol infers that ‗-what lay at the heart of Caracas […] was the spirit of syphilis‖:' a disease that, in Caracas, ‗did not seem to be easily curable' (GW [8] [9] . As the years go by, Gogol's love for Caracas remains unabated, but he cannot hide his distaste for her, as Paskalovitch explains:
Toward the end, aversion and attachment struggled so fiercely with each other in his heart that he became quite stricken, almost broken up. His restless eyes […] now almost always shone with a fevered light […]. The strangest impulses arose in him, accompanied by the most senseless fears. He spoke to me of Caracas more and more often, accusing her of unthinkable and amazing things (GW 10).
These ‗amazing things' include ageing and ‗giving herself up to solitary pleasures, which he had expressly forbidden' (GW 11). Such transgressions cannot be tolerated, and Gogol summarily inflates Caracas until she bursts.
Landolfi's imaginary doll is undoubtedly a precursor of Hadaly's most interesting, and perhaps most disturbing successor -the ‗Real Doll' (see fig. 3 ). five skin, and eleven eye colours; twenty hairstyles in nine different shades and ‗three different versions of pubic hair (shaved, trimmed or natural)' (RD 1). 15 In a chapter entitled ‗Exhumation', Edison reveals that Evelyn's ‗beauty' is nothing more than make-up and padding. Opening a ‗dark drawer' by which Hadaly stands ‗like a statue at the side of a tomb', he shows that her hair is a wig, that she owes her red lips and glowing cheeks to rouge, her fine eyes to pencils and kohl, her pearly teeth to dentures, her breasts and hips to foam, her youthful legs to tights, and her little feet to carefully constructed high-heeled shoes (TE 119-21). As in Jonathan 

Jennifer Forrest argues that this examination of Hadaly's body parts functions as an
autopsy on her ‗mechanical cadaver': 16 Hadaly, not yet ‗animated', serves as a corpse for the purpose, but with the distinction that no internal organ carries signs of the presence of a terminal disease. The medical procedures of engineering function in contradistinction to human medicine, reversing the autopsy's natural progression from birth to death, and making lifein the total absence of diseasethe final destination in the automaton's cycle (LHR 26).
Significantly, neither in his dissection of Hadaly, nor, indeed, in his instructions to Ewald, does Edison mention her sexual parts and Forrest suggests that, by such omission, ‗Villiers refers to two of the most widely discussed topics of the latter half of the nineteenth century: the female sexual anatomy and its role in disease' which are certainly implicit in Edison's discussion of Evelyn Habal (LHR 26).
These concerns would continue to prompt the design of later versions of the sex doll. During World War Two, Heinrich Himmler introduced an initiative originally labelled the ‗field-hygienic project' which was later called ‗The Borghild [or Burghild] Project'. 17 The brief was to produce a doll conceived as a hygienic substitute for the prostitutes whose diseases depleted the energies and health of McMullen has no plans for Real Dolls to go robotic. While he concedes that the concept of an android love doll is in theory attractive, the technology isn't advanced enough, yet, to shoehorn a robot into a Real Doll. McMullen doesn't think that is what his customers want anyway. ‗I think a lot of people like the fact that it's just a doll. I don't see the dolls walking and talking. I don't see them doing domestic stuff around the house. Keep your love doll in the bedroom' (RD 27).
In fact, one of McMullen's clients, interviewed by Laslocky, traces his attraction to artificial women back to a childhood encounter with a department-store mannequin, and to his admiration for ‗the beauty of her stillness' ( RD 7) . Often he [Pygmalion] ran his hands over the work, feeling it to see whether it was flesh or ivory, and would not yet admit that ivory was all it was. He kissed the statue, and imagined that it kissed him back, spoke to it and embraced it, and thought he felt his fingers sink into the limbs he touched, so that he was afraid lest a bruise appear where he had pressed the flesh. 21 Given the similarities, it is hardly surprising that the name ‗pygmalionism' is given to paraphilia or sexual fetishes that entail an attraction to statues and/or dolls. Other terms used are ‗statuephilia' and the more clinically recognised ‗agalmatophilia'.
Unlike McMullen's Real Dolls, Pygmalion's statue reputedly comes to life thanks to
Venus. When Pygmalion returns home after praying to the goddess, he finds that the statue ‗seemed warm' and ‗at his touch' the ivory loses its hardness, growing soft ‗just as wax of Hymettus melts in the sun and, worked by men's fingers, is fashioned into many different shapes'. 22 Yet Pygmalion takes his ivory woman to bed prior to animation and we must therefore take it for granted that she truly does come to life. As Kenneth Gross suggests, the myth seems to play interestingly with the idea of necrophilia:
Ovid blurs his focus […] avoiding any explicit description of this contact of living and fictive nakedness, and hence modulating the impression of fetishism or necrophilia. But there is something no less disturbing in the way the text invites us simply to contemplate the weird transgressive literalism of a statue's being taken down from its formalized repose on a pedestal and laid down stiffly, even painfully, on the softness of a bed; Ovid asks us also to consider the strangeness of inanimate, fictive flesh covered with real jewels and clothes, things that do their formal and symbolic work mainly insofar as they ornament, organize, and, as it were, make a statue of a living body. 23 Matt McMullen's clients naturally resist any suggestion that their own sexual engagement with the doll is akin to necrophilia. One of Laslocky's interviewees tells her that when he first came across Real Dolls on an internet website, he found that ‗[t]hey said they were one step above […] corpses' (RD 10). Positing the dollowners' arguments against necrophilia, gleaned from over fifty postings on a specialised internet chat room, Laslocky writes:
Doll lovers are not to be confused with necrophiles [original emphasis].
Remember that many doll lovers heat their dolls before using them, and necrophiles like their lovers cold. One owner, Bunster, points out that
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Future 19: Interdisciplinary Studies in the Long Nineteenth Century, 7 (2008) www. 19 .bbk.ac.uk 13 women aren't accused of necrophilia for using dildos (‗dead penises!'), so men who sleep with dolls shouldn't be either. ‗There's no difference [he argues] between a dildo and a realdoll in the functional process of getting the job done (RD 22). 24 However, as a psychiatrist consulted by Laslocky points out, there is a significant [I]t would appear that agalmatophilia is no longer prevalent, but it could be that it might merely have changed its form because the burgeoning plastics industry has rendered obsolete the pathological focus on stone statues per se. Yet, in the absence of data about the production, distribution and sale of substitute human beings or ‗sailors' friends' from the modern sex shops, the matter must rest. 25 Meghan Laslocky, writing in 2005, finds that the website www.realdoll.com receives in the region of a million hits per month. It seems that agalmatophiliacs are alive and well, even if their objects of desire seem somewhat ‗dead'. This tension between the ‗animate' and the ‗inanimate' doll is at the heart of clinical discussions of pygmalionism and algamatophilia. Scobie and Taylor try to distinguish between the two paraphilias:
Algamatophilia is the pathological condition in which some people establish exclusive sexual relationships with statues [or dolls]. The condition is neither to be confused with pygmalionism nor with fetishism, although confusion sometimes arises about these three different manifestations of immature sexuality […] . The myth of Pygmalion can apply to those who actually bring statues to life, and not to those who use statues for their own sexual purposes without bringing them to life […]. An agalmatophiliac […] establishes a personal relationship with a complete statue as a statue. He does not bring the statue alive in his fantasy as would a pygmalionist, and he does not use just a part of a statue as a symbolic substitute for an entire female as would a fetishist. 26 Given that it is impossible to know whether the Real Doll owner ‗animates' his silicon lover or not, there is inevitably confusion between the terms ‗pygmalionist', In his essay on the wax dolls of Lotte Pritzel, the German poet Rainer Maria Rilke makes a clear association between the doll and the corpse. Faced with their ominous silence, Rilke relives his childhood experience of the doll:
At a time when everyone was concerned to give us prompt and reassuring answers, the doll was the first to make us aware of that silence larger than life which later breathed on us again and again out of space whenever we came at any point to the border of our existence. Sitting opposite the doll as it stared at us, we experienced for the first time [...] that hollowness in our feelings, that heart-pause which could spell death. 27 In her discussion of Rilke's essay on dolls in relation to Freud's ‗The Uncanny' Eva-Maria Simms observes that, for Rilke, the disturbing quality of the doll lies in her ‗lifelessness and her indifference and unresponsiveness to the child's emotions'. 28 Rilke acknowledges a ‗hatred, which unconsciously has always been part of our relationship with her' and notes that, looked at from the perspective of adulthood she would be seen, ‗finally without disguise: as that gruesome alien body for which we have wasted our purest warmth; as that superficially painted drowned corpse [my emphasis], lifted and carried by the floods of our tenderness until it dried out and we forgot it somewhere in the bushes'. 29 There is a similarly interesting slippage between ‗life' and ‗death' in the depiction of Hadaly, Ewald's ‗doll', in Villiers's novel; she is ‗a Being in Limbo'; a ‗Shade'; an ‗Android phantom', indicating her liminal existence (TE 59, 64, 79).
More significantly, incarnated as a reformed Alicia Clary she is effectively a ‗dead' woman, for as Ewald explains to Edison before the latter confirms his ability to grant his wish:
What I really would like would be to see Miss Alicia dead, if death didn't result in the effacing of all human features. In a word, the presence of her form, even as an illusion, would satisfy my stunned indifference, since nothing can render this woman worthy of love (TE 46). Edison prepares to incarnate his creation and displays her internal   workings to a bemused Ewald, Hadaly lies on a table ‗like a corpse on the dissecting   table in an amphitheater' (TE 125) , recalling other early counterparts of the Real Doll, the anatomical models commonly called Venuses constructed ostensibly for medical purposes (see fig. 4 ). 30 The cultural critic, Ludmilla Jordanova, notes that these figures lie ‗on silk or velvet cushions, in passive, yet sexually inviting poses [...] adorned with flowing hair, pearl necklaces, removable parts and small foetuses'. 31 Like Pygmalion's statue, adorned with jewels, these figures lie on soft pillows eliciting a similar fantasy of desire and animation. Jordanova points out that ‗the use of wax to imitate flesh produces texture, and colour, which eerily resembles -the real thing‖,' and ‗the naturalistic colouring of all the anatomical parts together with the meticulous details such as eyelashes and eyebrows further reinforce a simultaneous admiration of and unease about the likeness'. 32 Moreover, repeating ‗positions and gestures from well-known works of art', and displayed in ‗anatomical museums [that] were visited like the great art museums of the eighteenth century', these models are clearly related to statues. 33 Masters's conclusion that ‗the phenomenon of necrophilia can be seen in a person's overwhelming love of, or attraction to, death and destruction per se' and that ‗A necrophiliac is not only a man who violates a corpse sexually (as popular belief holds), but a man for whom death is the ultimate beauty' (DD 3-4, original emphasis). She therefore suggests that ‗necrophilia is as much an aesthetic, a mode of representation, as it is a sexual perversion' (DD 4). She also quotes Erich Fromm's own interpretation of the term in The Anatomy of Human Destructiveness (1973) in which he argues that the necrophiliac character is revealed by 'the passionate attraction to all that is dead, decayed, putrid, sickly; it is the passion to transform that which is alive into something which is unalive' (DD 4, original emphasis). Fromm's suggestion that the necrophiliac wants to transform ‗that which is alive into something which is unalive' recalls Freud's definition of the death drive in Beyond the Pleasure Principle (1920) in which he identifies it as an urge to return to an inorganic state, a state identified with death in that it precedes existence. The moment von Max has chosen to arrest in his painting is one where beauty is defined in its contrast to destruction. On the one hand, the soul has departed from the woman's body, but her beauty has not yet begun to disappear, as it will in the natural process of decomposition. On the other hand, the anatomist has not yet begun his dissection, in the process of which he will cut into and destroy the lines of her perfectly shaped body […] . This image of a feminine corpse presents a concept of beauty which places the work of death into the service of the aesthetic process, for this form of beauty is contingent on the translation of an animate body into a deanimated one. 35 The translation of the ‗animate' Alicia Clary into the initially inanimate Hadaly, But the Android, even in her first beginnings, offers none of the disagreeable impressions that one gets from watching the vital processes of our own organism. In her, everything is rich, ingenious, mysterious. Look here (TE 129-30).
Furthermore, as
Like the anatomical Venus designed to ‗mask death', to ‗eliminate the impure state' of mutability by replacing the corpse with ‗a pure and immutable wax body double', Hadaly's artificial body masks the ‗death' of Alicia Clary. 36 Yet, Alicia is herself in some sense always already ‗dead'. As the double of the Venus Victrix, she is ‗already a simulacrum'. ‗She is -made of marble,‖ impassive as a statue'. 37 Redoubled in Hadaly, she exists in an uncanny limbo between life and death and is in fact superseded and effectively replaced by her own simulacrum. Ewald is ‗in ecstasy'; he no longer gives a thought to Hadaly, now described as 'the other, the terrible new creation' (original emphasis) and cannot believe that he was prepared to accept ‗a ridiculous, senseless doll' (TE 192) . When Hadaly reveals the truth, he is initially distraught, but then recovers and experiences an epiphany:
Then he felt a thought flare up at the dark depths of his understanding, a sudden idea, more surprising all by itself even than the recent phenomenon. It was simply this: that the woman represented by this mysterious doll at his side had never found within herself the power to make him experience the sweet and overpowering instant of passion that had just shaken his soul [original emphasis].
Without this stupefying machine for manufacturing the Ideal, he might never have known such joy. The words proffered by Hadaly had been spoken by the real actress [Alicia Clary], who never experienced them, never understood them. She had thought she was ‗playing a part', and here now the character had taken her place within the invisible scene, had not only ‗assumed' but become the role. The false Alicia thus seemed far more natural than the true one (TE 194, original emphasis).
Hadaly becomes the perfect simulacrum, she does not merely represent Alicia, she exceeds her existence and becomes more ‗real' than the original. In doing so, she marks what Baudrillard delineates as the final phase of the image at which point ‗it has no relation to any reality whatsoever: it is its own pure simulacrum'. 38 Alicia Clary has been artificially ‗cloned' and, as a clone, Hadaly is a manifestation of the death drive for, as Baudrillard asks:
What, if not a death drive, would push sexed beings to regress to a form of reproduction prior to sexuation […] and that, at the same time, would push them metaphysically to deny all alterity, all alteration of the Same in order to aim solely for the perpetuation of an identity, a transparency of the genetic inscription no longer even subject to the vicissitudes of procreation. 39 This ‗perpetuation of identity' raises the spectre of mass production implicit in those artificial eyes that shoot a ‗thousand glances' at Ewald as he watches Edison construct his custom-made substitute for Alicia Clary. Yet as Walter Benjamin famously observed, ‗that which withers in the age of mechanical reproduction is the aura of the work of art' and, in this case, the ‗work of art' is that timeless object of the scopophilic gazewoman. 40
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Future 19: Interdisciplinary Studies in the Long Nineteenth Century, 7 (2008) www. 19 .bbk.ac.uk 19 In her seminal essay ‗Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema' (1975), Laura Mulvey argues that, always implicit in the male gaze, is the threat of castration, which is counteracted by two common avenues of escape: either the woman is investigated, her mystery demystified and devalued, or castration is disavowed by the ‗substitution of a fetish object' or by ‗turning the represented figure itself into a fetish so that it becomes reassuring rather than dangerous', building up ‗the physical beauty of the object transforming it into something satisfying in itself'. 41 The dolls discussed here function arguably as fetishes that act as substitutes for ‗real' women.
Kokoschka referred to his doll of Alma Mahler as his ‗fetish'; Gogol fetishises, devalues and demystifies his ‗wife' in turn; McMullen's clients fetishise their silicon girlfriends and Edison's ‗autopsy' demystifies Hadaly even as he is building her physical beauty, so that the doll becomes a fetish in itself. Yet these fetishistic engagements with the dolls' bodies reinforce the necrophiliac impulse implicit in such ‗relationships'. Lisa Downing argues:
In the case of necrophilia, we see the operation of a parallel mechanism to that which operates in fetishism. The disavowal of ‗what I really know' […] becomes an avowal of what the unconscious cannot know: ‗I cannot die, and yet here is a dead other which I recognise as being different, yet with which I identify, therefore I know that one (I) can die'. The corpse is to the necrophile as the snakes of Medusa's head are to the castration-anxious fetishist (DD 52). 42 It is perhaps no accident then that, in the texts discussed in this essay, the doll occupies an uneasy space between life and death. Kokoschka treats his doll as if it were alive, yet pointedly she is unable to replace the living woman and it seems significant that he should choose to terminate her existence by decapitating her, externalising perhaps his own fears of castration. Gogol's power over his ‗wife' is undermined by what he perceives to be a growing autonomy which challenges his control and she, too, must be destroyed. In Villiers's novel, an obsession with death is evident in Ewald's suicidal tendencies and in the continual slippage between the living and the dead ‗bodies' of the women in the text. However, it is the aesthetic potential of necrophilia that is particularly intriguing. Recalling the words of 
